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we can do for your
organisation?

Eurofiber
Fibre optics as the foundation
of a Smart Society
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SOCIETY
A Smart Society
offers solutions
Smart Economy
Fast Internet, e-commerce and intelligent systems for

Eurofiber is a fast growing international provider

controlling security, heating, water and light make our

of industry leading digital infrastructure. With our

economy smarter, stronger and more sustainable.

fibre optic network and high quality datacentres we

Smart People

provide companies, government bodies and nonprofit organisations a future proof infrastructure.

New technologies enhance education and make it more

Our vision is of an open network with infrastructure

widely available. Having a fast infrastructure also attracts

and ICT services being offered separately, allowing

top-quality education facilities to our towns and cities –

everyone the freedom to choose their services,

and hence well-educated and highly qualified people.

applications and providers as their own needs

Smart Mobility

evolve. Our infrastructure provides the basis for
a smarter and more efficient deployment of

Smart adjustment of traffic lights and the remote

resources, enabled by a permanent exchange and

control of bridges and locks help improve traffic flows –

the unlimited availability of data. This is how we are

and hence mobility as a whole.

paving the way towards a Smart Society.

Smart Living

We have been constantly expanding our

Automating our homes ensures more efficient energy

infrastructure since we were first established in

usage, while increasing living comfort.

2000. Our fibre optic network provides national

Smart Environment

coverage in Belgium and the Netherlands and also
extends into Germany and Luxembourg.

With smart fibre optic connections between their power
stations, the energy companies can better balance

Eurofiber Belgium is part of the Eurofiber Group,

supply and demand.

founded in 2000. Since then we have become an

Smart Governance

organisation with over 200 staff and offices in
Maarssen, Heerlen and Brussels. Along the way, we

ICT and online platforms enable government depart

have also become a prominent player in the market

ments to allow greater citizen involvement, while

for fibre optic connections. In June 2015, our new

speeding up the decision-making process. That way they

shareholder Antin Infrastructure Fund acquired all

can govern and work more efficiently.

of the shares from investment company Doughty
Hanson and investor Reggeborgh.
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Eurofiber Belgium is a specialist provider
of high-quality digital infrastructures.
Our fibre optic network enables us
to offer businesses, government
departments and non-profit
organisations an infrastructure
that is both open and future-proof.
Creating the foundation
for a Smart Society.

Enter the Smart Society
deploy the available resources in a smarter and more
efficient way. This results in sustainable economic
development, innovation and greater wellbeing, as
well as the sensible use and management of natural
sources. In a word: a Smart Society.

Living better and smarter
A Smart Society can only exist if there is a smart,
digital infrastructure that connects networks,
people, organisations and objects in a way that
everyone can depend on. Our glass fibre network
provides a foundation for innovative systems

Fibre optic network
Benelux

At Eurofiber we firmly believe in collaboration

and applications that enable us to improve our

between private individuals, government departments

living environment. This includes areas such as

and business when it comes to dealing with social and

government, utilities, e-commerce, mobility, security,

economic challenges. Technology makes it possible to

education, the environment and healthcare.

The vast majority of our fibre optic cables run through
conduits under the ground, offering additional
protection against disruption and possible damage
caused by excavations. All of the critical components
are duplicated and for our active equipment, we use
datacentres with the highest level of availability.

Our fibre optic network provides national
coverage in Belgium and the Netherlands,

With our network,
organisations
are ready
for the future

with branches that extend out into Germany and

Physically separated connections

Openness Organisations themselves can

Luxembourg. The network supplies top-quality

Our network is fully redundant: fibre optic routes

choose which services and providers they

fibre optics to thousands of individual locations

run along various, physically separated routes.

want to use.

and hundreds of business parks – and is growing

Because the network is tracked in detail digitally,

all of the time. Organisations in a wide range of

we always know the exact route taken by our

Continuity Organisations base their

sectors use our network, ranging from SMEs and

connections. That way we can deliver genuine

processes on fast, secure, reliable connections.

major corporations, to government bodies, telecoms

redundancy. We also never work simultaneously on

operators, utility companies, healthcare institutions

redundant connections.

and education establishments.

Collaboration Organisations enable their
staff to work together to optimum effect,

in towns and cities that offer increasingly smart

Choice of different services

technology. And as they do so, they are setting

We offer a choice of connections. Our range of

a tougher-than-ever ICT agenda with their

services includes:

Flexibility Organisations become more

An important feature of our fibre optic network is

smartphones and tablets. Our network offers them

•	Dark fibre connections that clients “light” themselves.

nimble and can capitalise quickly on market

its openness: our customers and partners have total

– and you – the flexibility to capitalise on all these

These are ideal for highly demanding applications

freedom in their choice of the services, applications

exciting developments, now and into the future.

and simply grow with the need for bandwidth.

and suppliers they use for the connections that they

You can access our fibre optic network from virtually

buy from us. This makes us unique in our approach

every single datacentre in Belgium, using various

variants. They connect sites and datacentres securely

improve their services or social and

to the marketplace.

forms of connectivity.

and flexibly via a customised private network.

infrastructure facilities.

Flexibility – today and tomorrow

High security and availability

Choose your own services
and suppliers

ICT is bringing rapid changes to the world. People
are working more and more in the cloud and living

•	Virtual connections in differing bandwidths and

wherever they happen to be.

developments.

Process optimisation Organisations

•	Connections with very high bandwidths and low
latency. These provide high-quality connectivity

Security Organisations can send and

Our network’s technology and architecture

for large office environments, datacentres and

receive private data responsibly.

guarantee maximum security and availability.

Internet or cloud exchanges.

